
The 
Importance of 
References 
and Questions 
to Ask
Visiting customer references can be  
the most important stage of an ERP 
evaluation. But if the vendor only 
provides their 3 best customers, what 
can we learn? How can we interview the 
other, “not so carefully selected” 
customers? 
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ERP Salespeople are trained to make ERP systems look as easy as 

possible. All “sales demos” look great. If they didn’t, the software 

company would go out of business. The problem is it is impossible to 

know how easy the software is until you have been using it for 12 mos.

The only unbiased way to evaluate a system’s suitability is to visit similar 

companies using it. So why not learn from others?

“Here are 3 references for you to call …”

Software Vendors usually offer three, carefully selected customer 

references for you to speak to. What do you learn from speaking to their 

three best customers? Absolutely nothing!

The vendors will often provide customers that are located near their offices. 

If you are located near their training center, you may get excellent customer 

Ask for a list of 
customers:
• In your area 

• Using similar 
requirements

• Have a similar 
employee size 

• Using the same 
version as the one 
they are presenting 
to you for 12+ 
months



More miscellaneous 
questions to ask
How many years since going live?

How is the software support and response time?

Where does “local” support come from?

Are reports easy to modify to your requirements?

Have you ever requested an enhancement and 
did they listen?

Has your companies’ revenue grown since going 
live? If so, what %? 

How many employees have you added since 
going live?

service as well. Unless you are next door, the local support 

this customer has received may not be representative of the 

support you will receive.

Ask for a list of customers:

• In your area

• Using similar requirements

• Have a similar employee size.

• Been using the same version as the one they are

presenting to you for 12+ months, (Everyone thinks their

system is excellent at the beginning. But it takes at least

one year before you know the pros and cons).

Then from that list you choose which to visit, preferably one 

that you know. 

If they do not have customers in your area that are in your 

industry, ask to visit someone  

locally that is a similar size, and at least speak to customers 

in a similar industry (confirm the system works in your 

industry). But make sure they have been live on the version 

you are considering for an extended period, or else what is 

the value of their opinion?

Why local Companies?

Two reasons you will want to visit local companies are:

1. To confirm the quality of local support. If they give you a

company three States away to visit, that can only confirm

how good the local support is three States away. In fact

the trainers being provided in your town probably have

entirely different skill levels than the ones they provide for

in Pittsburgh.

2. It forces the software vendor to not only give you their

“best” customer. The odds of your experience being

equivalent to their very best customer is very slim.

Besides what can you learn from a company that says

the software vendor “walks on water”. Asking for local

customers to visit should let you into some less than

perfect implementations. Likely closer to what you will

experience. You want to learn how the software vendor

responded when the implementation wasn’t as smooth as

silk (as none ever do).

If they say don’t have local customers using the system 12 

mos. or more, they either do not (what does that tell you?) or 

none of their local customers are happy. 

Visit Companies that have been 
on the same version as being 
presented to you

Visiting companies that have 12 months experience with the 

version being shown to you, is to counter another common 

sales strategy used by ERP vendors. Is the ERP vendor 

giving you references that are on the Cool new version  

or the older, stable (not so cool) version?

The key is to visit companies on a similar version as being 

promoted to you and are fluent with that version. How else 

will you uncover the knowledge you seek?

All ERP vendors have a defined R & D/Marketing budget 

and have a choice on how they spend it. 

Some weigh their budget more heavily on developing new 

technology. Whereas some others are more conservative, 

spending their budget on product stability and functionality. 

Just because some vendors choose to spend more on new 

technology Cool stuff, does not mean their product is not 

viable. However, visiting companies that are fluent and on 

the newest version will help you make sure.

Of course, all ERP vendors like to show Cool new stuff 

during sales demos. And it is likely that an ERP using newer 

technology will have more Cool stuff. However are there any 

Companies live or fluent on that new Cool version and if so, 

how many and who are they? Those are the ones you want 

to speak to. 3



A few sample questions to 
ask the references

How much did it cost (over or under their original budget)?

Some software vendors quote a lower amount of training and services 

than is necessary. If you don’t budget enough for training up-front, guess 

who you will buy additional training from later? As the FRAM oil filter 

commercial used to state: “You can pay me now, or you can pay me 

later.”

Ask if they were above or below their original 
budget for services? 

How long did it take to implement (longer or shorter than their original 

plan)?

They say you can have a Cheap, Fast or a Quality implementation, 

but only pick two. The software vendor may have completed a fast 

implementation once, but what is their average time to implement? The 

industry average time to implement is 6 to 12 months. If they were able 

to go live fast, was it because they didn’t have systems in place 

previously? 

What system did they use before?

A person’s opinion of their current system is directly relational to the 

satisfaction of their previous system experience (at this company or 

others they’ve worked for). If it was a “poor” system previously, any 

average system will seem wonderful now. 

What version of the ERP do they use now?

What value is there if the software vendor has been showing you the 

“new version” and the customers you speak to are on the “old version”. 

The old could be excellent and the new, full of bugs.

The key is to visit companies 
on a similar version as being 
promoted to you and are 
fluent with that version. 

How else will you uncover the 
knowledge you seek?




